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The modular ‘infinity’
cockpit is the most
striking design feature

Absolute’s boats are almost more
glass than glass fibre these days

he 56 Fly is the latest Absolute
model to get the generation
=
I
2022 treatment, which has
already been deployed so
effectively to the 48 Coupe
and the 60 Fly.
The most striking element of the new
design is the openness of the cockpit with its
transparent transom and modular furniture,
which can be arranged in an almost endless
variety of seating and sunpad configurations.
This makes for some incredibly versatile
outdoor living spaces, From the foredeck

dinette and sunpads to
the expansive flybridge,
there is plenty of space
for guests to enjoy life
on the water.
Absolute has always
been very good at
blurring the lines between indoor and outdoor
The lower deck layout is even more
living space and aft doors that slide right over to _ innovative with the master suite located
the starboard side and opening windows on
forward, where it gets the full benefit of the
both sides of the saloon enhance the feeling
enormous hull windows, and an ensuite tucked
further and enable the main deck to be quickly
in the bow. This means VIP guests are treated
and easily adapted to the weather conditions.
to the luxury of a full-beam amidships suite and
gives you the option of

swapping cabins if you

want to avoid the slap of
water on hull at anchor.
The third cabin runs
athwartships on the
starboard side.
The only engine option
is twin 600hp IPS800s,

which are likely to be
good for 28 knots flat out
The bed in the forward master
cabin faces towards the bow

The aft galley makes space for
and a cruising speed in
a spacious dinette amidships. —_ the mid twenties.
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